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Abstract 

 

The present paper searches for presenting a metalinguistic analysis of one of 

the Brazilian scientific dissemination architectural aspects of the 19th century, 

materialized in the concrete utterance of Conferências Populares da Glória: the 

issue of dialogic relationships. For such, it adopts as a theoretical and 

methodological framework the discourse analysis and dialogic theory proposed 

by Bakhtin, searching for two main aims: i) analyzing how the value centers of 

a discourse interact themselves in a complementary, responsive, responsible 

and dialogic ways, in the consititution of the meaning in an enunciative, 

discursive and ideological project; 2) showing how the scientific dissemination 

utterance establishes dialogic-semantic relations with utterances from other 

ideological spheres, having as an example the scientific, philosophical and 

religious utterances in circulation in a sociodiscursive context of the nineteenth 

century. 

 

Keywords: Dialogic discourse analysis; Metalinguistics, Dialogic 

relationships, Scientific dissemination; Conferências Populares da Glória. 
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Introduction 

 

This work’s object of study is the discourse of the Brazilian scientific 

dissemination discourse in the nineteenth century. This study is part of an 

ongoing greater research project at São Paulo University (USP-Brazil) and 

Paris West University (UPO-France), which aims to analyze the scientific 

dissemination architectonics in nineteenth-century Brazil, materialized in the 

concrete utterances of Conferências Populares da Glória. 

The bakhtinian theory, with its episthemological and methodological 

reflections, will enlighten the reflections proposed here. Through a dialogical 

concept of language, we have supported in the Metalinguistics (proposed by 

Bakhtin) in order to analyze the Brazilian scientific dissemination discourse in 

the eighteenth century. Thus, we understand that, although Bakthin’s privilege 

has been the literary discourse study, with an analysis of Rabelais, Goethe and 

Dostoiévski, the Russian philosopher was also interested in the philosophical, 

scientific and institutional day-by-day discourse study.  

For this work, I established two main aims that structure the present paper 

and guide the analytical studies proposed. 

The first aim refers to an analysis I intend to carry out theoretically 

supported in the Toward a Philosophy of the act (Bakhtin, 2010), in order to 

analyze the value centers that guide the Brazilian scientific dissemination 

discourse in the eighteenth century. More specifically, my intention is, from the 

analysis Bakhtin provides of Puchkin’s poem Razluka, follow the theoretical 

and analytical path of the Russian philosopher and identify the value centers 

that are present in the discourse wire of Conferências Populares da Glória. 

The second aim, arising from the observation of the first one, is to show 

how the scientific dissemination utterance establishes dialogic-semantic relations with 

utterances from other ideological spheres, having as an example the scientific, 

philosophical and religious utterances in circulation in a sociodiscursive context of the 

nineteenth century.  

The corpus chosen for the analysis are two important and representative 

conferences constant in the project of Conferências Populares da Glória. They are: 

Darwinismo. Seu passado, seu presente e seu futuro
1
, uttered by Augusto 

Cezar de Miranda Azevedo, on April 11, 1876; and the conference entitled 

Espiritismo e Materialismo
2
, uttered by Feliciano Pinheiro Bittencourt on 

August 20, 1876.   

The parts that make up the present paper are distributed in this way: In the 

first section, entitled Brazil in the 19
th

 century and the scientific dissemination 

activities, I present a brief historical contextualization about the beginning of 

scientific dissemination in Brazil in the ninettenth century; in the second 

section, entitled Toward a Philosophy of the act: ground zero of the multifaced 

bakhtinian thought, I propose a brief theoretical discussion about how Bakhtin 

                                                           
1
 Darwinism. Its past, its present and its future. (Our translation) 

2
 “Spiritism and Materialism” (our translation). Due to the impossibility of attaching the whole 

conference in this paper, we recommend it for reading in the National Library website, 

available at: goo.gl/1xPEvX, pp. 40-53.  
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discusses the issue of the value centers when analyzed the Puchkin’s poem 

Raluzka; in the third section, I sum up, based in a previous work, a brief 

discussion on Metalinguistics, science proposed by Bakhtin in order to present 

once more an important discussion that I have already been made in a paper 

presented in Portugal (Cavalcante Filho, 2015), that is to show how the 

scientific dissemination utterance establishes dialogic-semantic relations with 

utterances from other ideological spheres. 
 

 

Brazil in the 19
th

 Century and the Scientific Dissemination Activities 

 

In a previous research, I have already presented a more detailed 

description about the activities of the scientific dissemination in the nineteenth 

century (Cavalcante Filho, 2015a). In that work, there is a specific discussion 

on the ways the scientific dissemination activities occurred in Brazil at the 

beginning of that century, with the arrival of the Portuguese royal family. In 

the paper, I state that:  

 

“In the course of the centuries, the scientific dissemination activities 

responded to diverse concerns and motivations. In the nineteenth century, 

more precisely in its first half in Brazil, this activity began with the 

creation of the Imprensa Régia (Royal Press), in 1810. This way, texts and 

manuals related to scientific education, in spite of being in a reduced 

number, started to be published and, at least, widespread throughout the 

country. According to Massarani & Moreira (2002), many of them were 

manuals for the first engineering and medicine academies teaching, in 

general, translated from French authors. In this period, the first newspapers 

such as A Gazeta do Rio de Janeiro, O Patriota and the Correio 

Braziliense (edited in England) published papers and news related to 

science.  

For Sant’Ana (2009), before the Portuguese Court arrival in Brazil, “the 

country has lived till then, total ignorance in the dissemination of facts and 

news, since the reading and the studies were the nobles’ sons privilege, 

which could afford to study in Europe ...”. (Cavalcante Filho, 2015a, p. 45-

46) 

 

According to Massarani and Moreira (2002), the Conferências Populares 

da Glória constituted one of the main activities in the history of the scientific 

dissemination in Brazil in the nineteenth century. In his words: “It seems that 

they had a meaningful impact on Rio’s intellectual elite in the history of the 

country’s sciences”. (Massarani and Moreira, 2002, p. 48) 

This activity began in the second half of the nineteenth century, more 

accurately in 1873. It was named this way due to the fact that it takes place in 

Freguesia da Glória, in Rio de Janeiro. Its founder, the senator of the Manoel 

Francisco Correia Empire, had as a central aim, when proposing the Popular 

Conferences, disseminating the scientific knowledges for the population, 
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regarding the idea of a civilized people and a developed nation depended on 

the knowledge on scientific news. 

For such, on Sundays, in Glória, the carioca society meets itself for 

hearing and discussing subjects considered important by the intellectual elite. 

Thus, great names of the intellectual elite were invited in order to lecture about 

an eclectic and wide subject of themes, such as: scientific topics, philosophy, 

public instruction, history, literature, education, history of the civilizations, 

biology, physical sciences, botany, among others.  

 

“The Glória’s Popular Conferences14 were launched in 1873 (more 

precisely, in November 23rd), from the initiative and coordination of the 

adviser Manoel Francisco Correia, the Empire’s senator and the 

conferences aimed to “disseminate a scientific knowledge among the 

literate sphere of Rio de Janeiro” (Carula, 2007, p. iii). Throughout all 

the period of Gloria’s conferences occurrences, the researchers agree that 

the period from 1873 and 1880 was the most representative one, where 

the lectures took place more systematically and in greater quantity, with 

the participation of the most important exponent of biomedical sciences 

in Brazil. In his Master’s degree research, Carula counted 355 

conferences, considering its beginning in 1873 until December 1880”. 

(Cavalcante Filho, 2015a, p. 47-48) 

 

In order to register the conferences uttered and, by virtue of the public 

reception, J. M. de Almeida and H. Chaves decided to publish them monthly. 

Thus, many conferences were published all together, in 1876, in the form of 

one publication, of a short existence, equally entitled Conferências Populares
1
. 

Amongst the several conferences in the homonymous magazine Popular 

Conferences, this work includes as a corpus the conference entitled 

Darwinismo. Seu passado, seu presente e seu futuro, professed by Augusto 

Cezar de Miranda Azevedo, on April 11, 1876 and the conference entitled 

Espiritismo e Materialismo, uttered by Feliciano Pinheiro Bittencourt on 

August 20, 1876, in order to make an analysis, from the theoretical and 

methodological presuppositions of the theory which I chose to nominate as 

Bakhtin’s linguistic philosophy.  

 

 

                                                           
1
 The 10 volumes can be accessed in their digital version in the National Library site: goo.gl/ 

zNHCLq. 
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Figure 1. Cover of the Magazine Conferências Populares
1
 

 
 

 

Towards a Philosophy of the Act: A Pioneering Reflection on Bakhtin’s 

Philosophical Project  

 

In a previous paper, resulting from the perceptions and approaches that the 

doctoral dissertation has provided, Cavalcante Filho presented a discussion on 

the reflection proposed by Bakhtin in Towards a Philosophy of the Act2.  

This masterpiece (henceforth TPA), part of an incomplete philosophical 

essay from the 20s, probably written between 1920 and 1924, works as a zero 

ground of the multifaced bakhtinian thought; it is about a work that can be 

considered a key work to understand Mikhail Bakhtin’s philosophical project, 

that is influenced by the Russian philosophical tradition, whose attention is 

excluded to the issue of moral philosophy. (Cavalcante Filho, 2016, p. 324) 

This manuscript written in a hurry and reconstituted and edited by Vadim 

Liapunov and Michael Holquist, from a set of notes found in Bakhtin’s file, 

this masterpiece written in Vitebsk was only edited in 1986 when it appeared in 

Russia in an organized edition by Botcharov. Its original title remains 

unknown. Whatever there is in the publication in Russian, translated for other 

                                                           
1
 Available at: goo.gl/puqQEK. 

2
 In Russian K filosofii postupka, published in 1986, n.1984-85 from Filosofia i sotsiológuia 

nauki i tekhniki, yearly of the Sovietics Academy of Sciences. Moscow, Nauka, 1986, p. 80-

160.  
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languages, was created by the organizer. The translated version for Portuguese, 

in 2010, was supported in the Italian version of an organized version by the 

researcher Augusto Ponzio. 

It is about a masterpiece that remained inedit for decades and, therefore, it 

did not established a dialogue with its own time, but it clearly brings a signal 

from the literary and philosophical concerns that arises Bakhtin’s reflections. 

Although, as Fiorin (2011) states, the masterpiece “marked by the 

uncompletudeness, an heterogeneity that turn the thought’s aprehension too 

complex (2011, p. 205), PFAR is an excellent work that deals with an 

important and essential concept of the bakhtinian theory, the responsible act 

one. Furthermore, Bakhtin has in this work a project of a wider theoretical 

study which would involve, primarily, and which we are interested here, “the 

architectonics of a real world” and the “aesthetic activity as an ethic action”. 

The thinker states: Just the internal part of the real, singular – exclusive in its 

responsibility – an approaching also singular and unique is possible when 

exists in its concrete philosphy; only in relation to this it can guide a primary 

philosophy”. (Bakhtin, 2010, p.79) 

For this paper, we are interested on thinking on how Bakhtin faces the 

meaning of an act and its relation with the historical reality, permeated by 

values in the constitution of being event. Thus, the author states: 

 

“comprendre un objet signifie comprendre mon devoir par rapport à lui 

(mon atitude impérative par rapport à lui), le comprendre dans sa relation à 

moi dans l’être-événement singulier, ce qui suppose ma participation 

responsable et non pas l’abstraction de moi-même.” (Bakhtine, 2003, p. 

39) 

  

We are facing, therefore, the bakhtinian’s thinking core when the 

philosopher coined the term architectural, when demonstrating that, the pillars 

of the basis support, in the formation of the architectural whole, does not work 

alone; it is a sine qua non condition, this way, that they could be 

harmoniously1.  

Hence, by addressing the object of the moral philosophy, whose basis 

refers to the world in which the act is linked to the being’s unique and singular 

participation, Bakhtin clarifies which should be the undertaking of the moral 

philosophy: 

 

“C’est cette architectonique du monde réel de l’acte que doit décrire la 

philosophie morale, c’est-à-dire non pas le schéma abstrait, mais le plan 

concret du monde de l’acte un et singulier, les composantes concrètes 

                                                           
1
 A detailed discussion on the formulation of the bakhtinian concept of architectural can be 

found in the chapter A arquitetônica da respondibilidade: um rastreio pela elaboração do 

conceito bakhtiniano, from Cavalcante Filho (2015b, p. 500-516), in the book A 

multidisciplinaridade nos estudos discursivos (Aquino, Z. G. O.; Gonçalves Segundo, P. R.; 

Marega, L. M. P.; Cavalcante Fº, U.; Santos, T. J. F.; Dioguardi, G. (Orgs). Paulistana, São 

Paulo). Available in: goo.gl/dKTQCJcontent_copyCopy short URL. 
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fondamentales de sa construction, et leur disposition l’une par rapport à 

l’autre. Ces composantes sont: moi-pour-moi, l’autre-pour-moi et moi-

pour l’autre; toutes les valeurs de la vie réelle et de la culture sont 

disposées autour de ces points architectoniques fondamentaux du monde 

réel de l’acte: valeurs scientifiques, esthétiques, politiques (y compris les 

valeurs éthiques et les valeurs sociales), et enfin religieuses. Toutes les 

valeurs et les rapports de l’espace-temps et des contenus de sens se 

concentrent autour de ces composantes centrales émotives-volitives: moi, 

l’autre et moi pour l’autre”. (Bakhtine, 2003, p. 84-85) 

 

We should observe that Bakhtin, by thinking the real world architectural 

does not exclude the scientific, aesthetic, political, religious, ethic and social 

values that support the relations between the other and I; unlike, these are the 

values which constitute these relations. 

On this basis, we observe how Bakhtin, by analyzing the poem Razluka 

(“Parting”), from Aleksander Puchkin, written in 1830, aims at comprehending 

the architectural of the act (from both center of values), as we demonstrate in 

the following subsection.  

 
The Poem ‘Razluka’ by Puchkin and the Issue of the Centers of Value  

 

Parting  

                               (Aleksander Puchkin) 

Bound for the shores of your distant homeland 

You were leaving this foreign land. 

In that unforgettable hour, in that sorrowful hour, 

I wept before you for a long time. 

My hands, growing ever colder, 

Strained to hold you back. 

\my moans implored you not to break off 

The terrible anguish of parting. 

But you torre away your lips 

From our bitter kiss; 

From a land of gloomy exile 

You called me to another land. 

You said: “On the day of our meeting 

Beneath an eternally blue sky 

In the shade of olives trees, 

We shall once more, my beloved, unite our kisses of love.” 

But there – alas! – where the sky’s vault 

Shines with blue radiance, 

Where the waters slumber beneath the cliffs, 

You have fallen asleep forever. 

Your beauty and your sufferings 

Have vanished in the grave –  
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And the kiss of our meeting has vanished as well… 

But I am waiting for that kiss – you owe it to me…
1
 

 

In the remarks done by the poem by Puchkin, Bakhtin shows man as a 

value center, highlighting the sense we attribute to the whole as only possible if 

we consider the hero, the heroin and the author-creator as aspects of the 

aesthetic object, i.e., the sense is only attributed from a value Center. To 

exemplify with the poem by Puchkin, the term foreign land only acquires value 

if it is considered from a certain point of view or value center. Russia is, hence, 

a foreign land for the heroin while it is the birth place for the hero. We have, 

thus, in the poem, the concrete elements of the architectural attracted by two 

valuable centers, from the heroe and the heroin, valued centers inside of a 

unique event. This way, it is about these two participative (the heroe and the 

heroin) contexts, these two valued centers, the senses are organized in its 

whole, i.e, in its architectural, within a concrete, real, singular, stemmed in a 

here and now happening. 

With this analysis, Bakhtin does not have the intention of exhausting, in its 

totality, every artistic work of the poem. However, from this philosopher’s 

work, even though he had chosen a poetic utterance (chosen, by the way, 

constant in the construction of its theory), we can shimmer the fecundity of the 

architectural concept for the dialogue with prosaic utterances, ideology of the 

daily, or with utterances from the most varied spheres of human 

communication, taking into account the facing among values, appreciations 

and evaluations between the author (as a discourse image and not as as a 

concrete author) and heroe (understood by the character or as the object of the 

utterance/discourse). 

Therefore, from these theoretical and philosophical insights of Bakhtin and 

the issues raised in his analysis of the Puchkin poem, we will see how the 

valuable centers build the construction of a scientific dissemination discourse 

of the nineteenth century, materialized in a scientific conference that took place 

in Rio de Janeiro and which has been made part of one of the projects of 

dissemination on the most important scientific knowledges from the second 

half of the nineteenth century in Brazil which are the Conferências Populares 

da Glória.  

In the next section, I present the analysis about the relation established 

between the center of values in the conference’s enunciative project. 

 
From the Science as Truth to the Science as the Progress’ Motivator: An Analysis of 

the Value Centers 

 

Cavalcante Filho (2015a) shows that the theme Darwinism was a recurrent 

theme in Gloria’s tribune. He was an agreement approached by several 

conferencers, but, according to what Carula (2007) shows us, the doctor 

Augusto Cezar Miranda Azevedo was the first one to deal with this subject, 

                                                           
1
 In Bakhtin, M. M. 1993. Toward a Philosophy of the Act. University of Texas Press Slavic 

series, United States of America.   
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besides showing that his talks had a strong impact at the moment’s press. This 

conference we chose for this analysis is the one which deals with the darwinian 

theme, although it was not the only one. 

Dr. Augusto Cezar de Miranda Azevedo is the author of the conference 

entitled Darwinismo. Seu passado, seu presente e seu futuro, uttered on April 

11, 1876. Due to the impossibility of attaching the whole conference in this 

paper, we recommend it for reading in the National Library website, available 

at: goo.gl/puqQEK.  

 

Figure 1. 1st Page of the Conference Darwinismo. Seu Passado, Seu Presente 

E Seu Futuro 

 
Source: Conferências Populares, V.1, 1876, p. 41. 

 

The interaction and the clash of two forces in the dispute arena which 

constitute the totality of the discourse’s sense, putting in dispute two prisms 

that hold on the argumentation of the author’s project of saying, is the first 

aspect to be observed in the discoursive project of the conference Darwinismo. 

Seu passado, seu presente e seu futuro. The central purpose of this project is, 

besides informing the interlocutor about certain theme, mainly convincing him 

to assume responsively the position and thesis that throughout the explanation 

has been given and supported. 

In this conference on darwinism, since its highlighted importance for the 

society of that time, as pinpointed by the lecturer at the beginning of the 

explanation, we see that the greater sense of science dissemination is based on 

the duplicity of perspectives of facing science: on one hand, science is taken as 

truth (thought here from a philosophical point of view, by the positivism’s 

influence), i.e., unquestionable instance, responsible for the society’s advance; 
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on the other hand, and originated from the first one, the conception of science 

as a vehicle if the country’s development (in this case, thought and influenced 

by its pragmatic view of science, a result from the Industrial Revolution’s 

influences). 

In order to notice how these two centers talk to each other, let us see the 

lecturer’s argumentative and exposuring chain. 

After present himself, he exposes his expectations in relation to the public 

and the theme, in strongly tone marked by the deception, the exhibitor 

expresses his perplexity before the population’s unknowing on the scientific 

doctrine. When someone says that: 

 

“Eu ouvi já, com pezar, desta mesma tribuna um orador dizer que “o 

Darwinismo era uma theoria que nem merecia as honras de these.” 

Decidir por essa maneira uma questão que preoccupa as mais altas 

intelligencias de todo o mundo, é velar desconhecimento absoluto da 

materia, e inqualificavel leviandade de critica scientifica” (Azevedo, 1876, 

p. 42).
1
 

 

it is already explained the indication for the two centers of value that will guide 

the conference: when the lecturer expresses his perplexity in relation to the 

devaluation of the Darwinian theory which does not deserve dissemination, 

understanding and value (“thesis honour”), it points out that he says from a 

place that understands science, the scientific knowledge, the scientific 

discoveries as deservers of respect and validity; on the other hand, when 

adjectiving the unfamiliarity on the theory as “unspeakable levity of scientific 

critics”, we see that there is an attention given to the issue of importance and 

need of science as responsible for the society’s advance. These are the tow 

centers of value that guide the discoursive architectonic of exposition. 

After that, the speaker presents the possible causes of ignorance, lack of 

knowledge and the theory’s devaluation, when demonstrating how the religious 

believes, and the theological ideas promote an obstacle for the science’s 

advance, since, when “mixing science and religion”, “reason and faith” damage 

the advance of science. 

 

“Eu reconheço que uma das causas que mais tem contribuído para a 

ignorancia da theoria darwinista, para até hoje como que haver um 

sequestro dessa doutrina scientifica, é o predominio de certas idéas 

theologicas e orthodoxas; acredita-se que essa questão affecta de uma 

maneira profunda as crenças religiosas que recebemos de nossos avós, e 

que contribue para toda a especie de subversão dos principios da moral. 

Mas, senhores, no estudo da theoria darwinista nada temos que ver com a 

religião. É um erro profundo, um erro que sempre tem prejudicado a 

sciencia, querer-se essa alliança heterogênea, sem razão de ser, entre a 

                                                           
1
 The excerpts of the conference presented in the analysis, as well as their integral presentation 

attached, followed a faith transcription of the original text, respecting the linguistic register of 

its author.  
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sciencia e a religião productos de dous factores differentes – a razão e a 

fé.” (Azevedo, 1876, p. 42)
1
 

 

At this moment in which the author represents such causes, mainly when it 

comes to the clash of strengths on religious tradition with science, it makes 

clear his positioning, his thesis about the theme of his conference: through an 

ethical and responsive gesture (in the bakhtinian sense of the term), it is 

noticeable that the people have right of following the way they think are 

correct, but he materializes in a clear way his positioning in defense of the 

darwinian theory. Faced with this situation, we see then the subject-author 

undertakes and position himself in favor of his saying, which Bakhtin calls 

l’acto responsable (responsible act) (Bakhtine, 2003), exempting of presenting 

an alibi for the existence. And he states: 

 

“Deixemos que cada um caminhe pelas trilhas que lhe traçarão essas duas 

forças: os religiosos aceitarão as idéas que receberão de seus pais ou das 

luzes de sua fé; outros segurarão os principios das sciencias positivas, que 

hoje constitutem a primeira feição dos conhecimentos do seculo XIX; 

pertencendo a este grupo caminharemos com passos seguros na estrada 

scientifica, da interpretação real dos factos pelo estudo das leis da 

natureza. Mas para dizer que os meticulosos não deixam de estudar a 

doutrina evolutiva, sempre lhes direi que Huxley, um dos naturalistas mais 

distinctos do seculo actual, um daquelles que contribuio para fundar o 

darwinismo, mostrou que a idéa de creação simultanea de Cuvier, a que se 

oppõe a doutrina evolutiva, não só estava em contradicção com os factos, 

mas com a Biblia.” (Azevedo, 1876, p. 42-43)
2
 

  

We observe as it has been already indicted, at this moment, the first great 

center of value that we have pointed out below. The utterance “caminharemos 

                                                           
1
 “I recognize that the one of the causes that have mostly contributed to the ignorance of the 

darwinian theory until nowadays is like there is a kdnapping of a scientific doctrine, is the 

prevalenceof certain theolohic and ortodox ideas; it is believed this issue deeply affects the 

religious beliefs we inherited from our grandmas, and which contributes for any kind of the 

moral principles subversion. But, gentlemen, in the study of the darwinian theory we have 

nothing to do with the religion. It's a deep mistake, a mistake which has always damaged the 

science, the wanting of a heterogeneous alliance, for no reason though, between the science 

and the religion, products of two different factors - the reason and the faith” (Azevedo, 1876, p. 

42, our translation). 
2
 “Let us each one walk thorugh the trails that these two forces will outline: the religious will 

accept the ideas from their parents or the lights of their faith; others will hold the positive 

sciences principles that constitute today the first feature of knowledges in the nineteenth 

century; belonging to this group we walk with safe paths in the scientific highway, from the 

real interpretation of facts by the study of the laws of nature. But in order to say that the 

meticulous ones do not quit studying the evolutive doctrine, I will always say Huxley, one of 

the most disctinct naturalists of the current century, one of those who contributed to the 

darwinism foundation, showed that the idea of simultaneous creation of Cuvier, the one 

opposed to the evolutive doctrine, it was not only in contradiction with the facts, but also rather 

with the Bible” (Azevedo, 1876, p. 42-43, our translation). 
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com passos seguros na estrada scientifica, da interpretação real dos factos” 

represents a clear demonstration of a center of value that guide the Darwinian 

doctrine dissemination. The first center of value is based on the notion of 

science as truth.We have here, therefore, a saying that is supported in a 

positivist conception of making science, i.e., the scientific knowledge is the 

valid and supported knowledge, the unique and true one that deserves 

credibility and trust. 

During the theme’s exposure, by outlining the historic of the Darwinism, 

showing that it is about a long tradition theory, the author uses utterances from 

other communication spheres in order to support his argumentation. This 

exemplifies the postulate by Bakhtin in which “Every concrete utterance is a 

link in the discoursive communication chain of a certain field” (Bakhtin, 2003, 

p. 296, our translation)
1
. This statement may be confirmed by the presentation 

of the quotation below when, the speaker, in order to safeguard his statements 

and demonstrate legitimity in what he says, uses the discourse credibility of 

someone else, in a kind of an authority discourse function with the aim of 

supporting his position at the same moment in which he presents the definition 

of Darwinism to the public.  

Indeed, it is a constant concern and an structuring element of the 

discoursive experience, since the subject-author takes into account the 

interlocutor’s responsivity that, in this case, it is manifested as the lack of 

knowledge on the theory: 

 

“Senhores, a theoria darwinista, exclusiva da historia natural, já fora 

prevista por alguns sabios antigos. Nos livros exparsos de varios 

philosophos naturalistas, encontramos os primeiros germens, os primeiros 

ensaios dessa theoria.  

 

Vejamos, porém, antes, o que entende-se por darwinismo? 

 

O darwinismo, como diz Haeckel, não é mais do que um fragmento, uma 

parte dessa lei geral da interpretação dos fatos universaes; defini-lo-ei, 

portanto, assim: a theoria genealogica que sustenta que todos os 

organismos extinctos, existentes, futuros, e vegetaes ou animaes derivão-se 

de um pequeno numero de typos antepassados, excessivamente simples e 

transformados por uma evolução ou metamorphose gradativa por meio da 

selecção natural.” (Azevedo, 1876, p. 43)
2
  

                                                           
1
 In the original version: “Todo enunciado concreto é um elo na cadeia da comunicação 

discursiva de um determinado campo” (Bakhtin, 2003, p. 296). 
2
 “Gentlemen, the darwinian theory, exclusive of the natural history, was alaredy predicted by 

some ancient wise men. In the sparse books from several natiralist philosophers, we found the 

first germs, the first essays from this theory. 

Let us see before, however, what does darwinism mean? 

The darwinism, as Haeckel states, is no more than a fragment, a part of this general law of the 

universal facts interpretation; I will define it, therefore, this way: the genealogic theory which 

supports all the extinct, existent and future organisms, and the vegetables or animals are 

originated from a few number of ancient types, excessively simple and changed by an 
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With this conference’s excerpt, we take this opportunity to highlight how 

its author’s discourse project, in a compositional construction perspective, is 

worried about the aspect of responsivity of his interlocutor subject 

(listener/reader), since he architects his discourse in a didactical way, almost in 

a teaching tone, as in the question made in with a rhetorical function: 

“Vejamos, porém, antes, o que entende-se por darwinismo?”. We can observe 

that, in order to establish a dialogic responsible and responsive relation with 

the interlocutor, the subject-author makes use of the interlocution strategy, 

using the vocative, but also from a discourse didactization, as the example 

above. 

The convening of other spheres utterances to make part of this 

conference’s discourse arrangement keeps on manifesting themselves 

throughout the conferences. But this phenomenon analysis of the dialogic 

relationships among utterances from different spheres will be object for the 

next section. 

 

 

The Metalinguistics and the Study of Dialogic Relationships  

 

In this section, we present a reflection and analysis already done and 

published in Redis Magazine. It is the paper entitled “Lights and scientific 

modernities diffusion: an analysis of the metalinguistics of the 19th century 

scientific dissemination discourse” and available at: goo.gl/NavFqQ.  

The Metalinguistics, also called Translinguistic by Todorov in his 

translation to French (1981), is faced as a subject in which the object of 

analysis presupposes to take into account the utterance’s linguistic and extra 

linguistic dimensions, i.e., the method used by this science sees the concrete 

utterance not exclusively by the linguistics perspective, with an analysis of 

linguistic purely phenomena; but it regards primarily these utterances relations 

with the social horizons to which they’re inscribed.  

 

“For this reason our subsequent analysis are not linguistic in the sense of 

the rigorous term. It can be situated in Metalinguistics, underlying it as a 

study – not constituted in particular defined disciplines yet – from those 

aspects of the discourse life that overtake – in an absolutely legitimate way 

– the limits of Linguistics. The metalinguistic researches, obviously, 

cannot ignore the Linguistics and they must apply their results. Linguistics 

and Metalinguistics study the same concrete, much complex and 

multifaced phenomenon – the discourse, but they study under different 

aspects and different view angles. They should complete themselves 

mutually and they should not fused. In the praxis, the borders among them 

are violated with much frequency” (Bakhtin, 2002, p. 181)
1
 

                                                                                                                                                         

evolution or a gradual metamorphosis by means of the natural selection (Azevedo, 1876, p. 43, 

our translation).” 
1
 In the original version: “Por esse motivo as nossas análises subsequentes não são linguísticas 

no sentido rigoroso do termo. Podem ser situadas na Metalinguística, subentendendo-a como 
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In the metalinguistic approach, the social and historical context constitutes 

the imannent piece of discourse. In the study of utterances, it doesn’t isolate 

nor ignore the linguistic analysis; before, it takes them into account jointly with 

the extralinguistic elements, these last ones, in turn, are considered crucial for 

the concrete meaning construction.  

Therefore, based on the bakhthinian metalinguistic pressupositions, we 

will not face the Conferências Populares da Glória only as text, with an 

exclusive regarding of its semantic language potentiality, but we will face their 

meaning in a social and historical situated context.  

What follows is a summarized version of the constituent dialogic 

relationships of the conference Darwinismo. Seu passado, seu presente e seu 

future discoursive project that have already been disseminated in the mentioned 

paper. 

 

Figure 3. Cover of the 8th Volume and First Page of the Conference under 

Analysis 

 
 

                                                                                                                                                         

um estudo - ainda não constituído em disciplinas particulares definidas – daqueles aspectos da 

vida do discurso que ultrapassam – de modo absolutamente legítimo – os limites da 

Linguística. As pesquisas metalinguísticas, evidentemente, não podem ignorar a Linguística e 

devem aplicar os seus resultados. A Linguística e Metalinguística estudam um mesmo 

fenômeno concreto, muito complexo e multifacético – o discurso, mas estudam sob  diferentes 

aspectos e diferentes ângulos de visão. Devem completar-se mutuamente e não fundir-se. Na 

prática, os limites entre elas são violados com muita frequência” (Bakhtin, 2002, p. 181).     
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The Dialogic Relationships in the Conferências Populares Da Glória: A Brief 

Analysis  

 

As we had already stated, the Conferências Populares da Glória are 

regarded as one of the main public spaces of scientific dissemination in Brasil, 

amongst many others that took place in the second half of the nineteenth 

century. In this section, my purpose is to present a brief analysis, choosing one 

of the conferences that constitutes our corpus of investigation, in order to 

search for the singularity of this utterance, the dialogic and semantic relations 

that their concrete utterances establish with utterances from other ideological 

spheres, having as an example the scientific, philosophical and religious 

utterances in circulation in the social and discoursive context of the nineteenth 

century.  

With this purpose, I chose the conference entitled Espiritismo e 

Materialismo, uttered by Feliciano Pinheiro Bittencourt on August 20, 1876. It 

is a 191st conference included in the 8th Volume of the publication 

Conferências Populares (1876) that has been already mentioned. Due to the 

impossibility of attaching the whole conference in this paper, we recommend it 

for reading in the National Library website, available at: goo.gl/1xPEvX. 

The first motivator criterion for choosing this conference as an object of this 

analysis is due to the fact that its author was the speaker who mostly uttered 

conferences in the Tribuna da Glória (as well as the Conferências Populares were 

known), in the period from 1873 (foundation year) and 1889 (conference 

interruption year), according to Carula (2013). Because of this criterion (the 

lecturer), the choice was also motivated since it was the first one uttered by him.   

Feliciano Pinheiro Bittencourt was undergraduated on Medicine by Rio de 

Janeiro Faculty, and he was a teacher at Liceu de Artes e Ofícios. At D. Pedro 

II school he was History and Corography teacher after 1882. His participation 

through the lectures in Tribuna da Glória took place on the approaching of the 

most varied themes, such as medicine, anthropology, history, evolutionism, 

hygiene, among others.  

This author, at the beginning of his conference, utters and advertises his 

preference by scientific subjects:  
 

“Moço e enthusiasta pela sciencia, desejando ardentemente inscrever um 

dia o meu obscuro nome no magestoso portico do templo do saber, não 

costuma ser indifferente ás lutas incruentas da intelligencia, aos comates 

pacificos do talento, onde quer que elles se travem, qualquer que seja a sua 

arena.” (Bittencourt, 1876, p. 42)
1
 

Hence, this lecturer, in the role of subject and author, assumes the 

responsibility of contributing to the debate at that time, exposing two themes of 

extreme relevance and making a commitment of convincing its interlocutor to 

                                                           
1
 “Young man and science enthusiast, wishing ardently to inscribe once my obscure name in 

the majestic gantry of the knowledge temple, does not use to be indifferent to the closed 

strengths to the talent pacific combats, wherever they take place, in its wherever arena” 

(Bittencourt, 1876, p. 42, our translation). 
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make a decision in the dialogue. When doing that he assumes the intention of 

immortalizing by means of the scientific production, as well as constructs a 

representation of a scientific sphere, marked by clash, polemic and debate 

amongst the scientific sphere subjects.  

We can state that the choosing of this subject in order to be the 

conference’s theme took place due to the regarding of the wider social and 

historical context, as the nineteenth century society was in a moment in which 

“in the Eastern, the scientific knowledge became society’s obligatory sieve. 

The reason, progress and materialism joined this knowledge. All together 

reflected society’s luminous side” (Silva, 2002, p. 1)
1
. Coupled with this 

setting of valuing the scientific knowledge, there is also the emergence of the 

spiritualism theme which, in Europe, appears strongly and closely connected to 

Iluminism. Thus, as Freitas Gil argues, the “popularity of spiritism may be 

explained [...] due to its finiteness with the notion of progress and scientificity” 

(Freitas Gil, 2010, p. 188)
2
. In Europe, the emergence of the concern related to 

this topic can be understood as a counterpart movement to the period’s 

materialism and dogmatism (Freitas Gil, 2010). This movement occurred in 

Europe did influentiate Brazil in the discussion of these issues. We can infer 

this way based on this study that that time’s thought was the following: if a 

topic like this deserves attention and has been taking place in a “civilized” and 

“modern” country, it is required that Brazil is within this perspective, since the 

wish is reaching this parameter of civilization; and the European countries 

were references for such purpose.  

Besides an individual desire of a certain subject to talk about a given topic, 

to assume his point of view marking his discourse tone, demonstrating his 

responsibility of speeching from the domain of a topic and be recognized 

intellectually in the social setting he is inserted, it surely occurs the influence 

coming from the social, historical and ideological context of that period. This is 

a context strongly influenced by the nineteenth century positivist thought. 

From this conjecture, it results in an utterance able to talk to other discourses, 

as the materialist and spiritualist ones: 

 

“From the second half of nineteenth century on, two dissonant voices fed a 

reciprocal polemic: the cause of science and nature on behalf of a 

religiosity exclusively centurial. Against this extreme secularization, it is 

raised the irrevocable rights of awareness, of the untiring deficiency of 

Reason and the superhuman Power of the Sacred and the Mystery” (Silva, 

2002, p. 25).
3
 

                                                           
1
 In the original version: “no Ocidente, o conhecimento científico tornou-se o crivo obrigatório 

da sociedade. A este conhecimento aliou-se a razão, o progresso e o materialismo. Juntos 

refletiam o lado luminoso da sociedade” (Silva, 2002, p. 1). 
2
 In the original version: “popularidade do espiritismo pode ser explicada [...] por sua finidade 

com a noção de progresso e de cientificidade”
2
 (Freitas Gil, 2010, p. 188). 

3
 In the original version: “Da segunda metade do século XIX em diante, duas vozes dissonantes 

alimentaram uma polêmica recíproca: a causa da ciência e da natureza em nome de uma 

religiosidade exclusivamente secular. Contra esta extrema secularização, levantaram-se os 
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As it can be observed, it is about a topic with strong repercussion in 

Europe that influentiated the social and discoursive practices in Brazil in such a 

way that the speaker himself justifies the choosing of this topic by the 

expression “por ser hoje questão da moda” (“nowadays it is a fashion issue”, 

my translation) without specifying in which context the discussion takes place, 

since it presupposes its interlocutors know about it: 

 

(1) “Sendo assim, meus senhores, parece que me posso justificar perante 

vós, dizendo-vos que escolhi espiritualismo e o materialismo para 

objecto d’esta minha despretensiosa conferencia, por ser hoje questão 

da moda fallar-se do espirito e da materia, pretendendo-se negar a 

existencia do primeiro, e attribuir tudo, tudo explicar ate mesmo a vida 

e suas manifestações, pela materia e as propriedades physicas, que lhe 

são inherentes”
1
 (Bittencourt, 1876, p. 42)

2
. 

 

With the conference Spiritualism and Materialism, we are facing the 

author assuming this responsibility and responding ethically and discursively, 

elaborating its discourse as a dialogic act, taking into account its interlocutor, 

as well as the social and historical conditions and the utterances that talk to 

them, marking axiologically and semantically its project of uttering, as we can 

see in the sequence of this explanation. 

Another aspect of the manifestation in the conference utterance is related 

to the dialogue with other texts. We observe that the conference’s utterance 

talks to the utterances from other cultural fields, like the scientific, 

philosophical and religious ones just citing these three ones. 

Therefore, the dialogic relationships as a structurer principle of sense are 

constitutive in architectonic terms, even though the discourses, in its 

compositional structure, present or not such pinpoints. The dialogues take place 

among the concrete utterances, as a phenomenon of semantic nature presents 

the concrete, responsive and unfinished subjects. 

We should systematize what is able in the table below in order to show 

with which utterances from other spheres the conference utterance establishes 

dialogic relationships:  

                                                                                                                                                         

direitos irrevogáveis da consciência, da deficiência insanável da Razão e do poder sobre-

humano do Sagrado e do Mistério” (Silva, 2002, p. 25). 
1
 (1) “This way, my gentlemen, it seems like I can justify before you, saying you that I chose 

spiritualism e o materialism for the object of this my unintended  conference, since nowadays 

it’s a fashion issue to talk about spirit and matter, aiming to deny the former’s existence and 

attribute everything, everything and even explain life and its manifestations, by matter and the 

physical properties that are inherent to them.” (Bittencourt, 1876, p. 42, our translation) 
2
 From here on all the excerpts taken from the conference, object of our analysis will be only referred 

with the page number where they appear in the conference Spiritism e Materialism of Feliciano 

Pinheiro Bittencourt, preceded by a number between the parenthesis indicating the sequence.  
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Table 1. Dialogic Relationships 

Scientific utterance 

(5) “Nos fins do século XVI, meus senhores, quando já organizava a 

escolastica, quando já aproximava-se do seu termo o periodo 

philosophico conhecido sob a denominação de – periodo da idade 

média – as sciencias não so philosophicas, como physicas e 

mathematicas, resentião-se sobretudo de falta de methodo para 

poderem ser compreendidas e estudadas com proveito”. (p. 44)
1
 

(6) “Com efeito, a sciencia tem demonstrado, de uma maneira 

inconcussa, que uma das propriedades physicas da materia é a inercia; 

isto é, a materia é por si mesma inerte, precisa sempre de um agente 

impulsor para pôr-se em movimento”.  (p. 50)
2
 

Religious utterance 

(7) “Todas as causas terrenas são finitas, relativas, secundarias; pois 

bem, remontando-nos por uma successão de causas, chegaremos á 

causa primeira, a – causa causarum – de todas as cousas, chegaremos 

á idéa de Deus. E assim conheceremos as demais noções absolutas, 

sempre pelo mesmo processo”. (p. 46)
3
 

(8) “Conhecida a idéa de Deus, temos o primeiro fundamento do 

espiritismo; o segundo é a alma humana, cuja existencia se demonstra 

ainda por um processo semelhante ao que acabo de indicar”. (p. 47)
4
 

Philosophical 

utterance 

(9) “Foi elle  quem, depois de haver dito em physica “dai-me a força e 

o movimento, e farei o mundo, “ousou dizer em phylosophia “dai-me 

a consciencia  e a razão, e terei o homem, e todas as verdades que elle 

póde conhecer!”
5
 

(10) “Foi Reid, com effeito,o primeiro que, separando a percepção da 

sensação que involve, collocou-a no numero das nossas faucldades 

originaes; de mod que, segundo a doutrina d’este philosopho, 

conhecemos o mundo externo por meio d’essa faculdade especial do 

nosso espirito, chamada – percepção externa; assim como 

conhecemos o mundo interno por essa outra faculdade denominada – 

percepção interna, senso intimo, ou consciencia”. (p. 45)
6
 

Source: Cavalcante Filho, 2015a, p. 58. 

 

                                                           
1
 (5) “At the end of the sixteenth century, my gentlemen, when scholastics has been already 

arranged, when the philosophical period has been approaching under the name of – middle ages 

period – the sciences not only, the philosophical ones like physics and mathematics, people were 

regretted mostly because of a lack of method that in order to be understood meaningfully”. (p. 44). 
2
 (6) “Indeed, the science has demonstrated in an indefeasible way that is one of the physical 

properties of matter is the inertia; i.e., the matter is inert in itself, always needs an impeller 

agent in order to be put in movement”. (p. 50). 
3
 (7) “All the terrain causes are finite, relative, secondary; thus, it is reminded by a succession of 

causes, we get to the cause firstly, the – causa causarum – of all the things, we get the idea of God. 

And thus we get to know the other absolute notions, always by the same process”. (p. 46) 
4
 (8) “Known the idea of God, we have the first spiritism foundation; the second one is the 

human soul, whose existence could still be demonstrated by a similar process to what I have 

just indicated”. (p. 47) 
5
 (9) “It was him whom after have said in physics “give me strength and the movement, and I 

will do the world, “dared to say in philosophy “give me the awareness and the reason, and I 

will have the men, and all the truths that he could know!” 
6
 (10) “It was Reid, indeed, the first one that putting apart the perception of sensation that 

involves, put it in a number of our original faculties; so that, according to the doctrine of this 

philosopher, we may know the external world, through this special faculty of our spirit, called 

– external perception; as well as we know the internal world by this other faculty called – 

internal perception, intimate sense, or awareness”. (p. 45) 
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With this demonstration, we confirm that the DC utterance, such as we 

presented in this brief analysis, it is set in a dialogic relation modality among 

the knowledges of scientific sphere and other ones.  

It is interesting to mention that the dialogic relationships phenomenon that 

has been announced. When it is said that it will not be make an explanation 

based on numerous authors, the author admits:  

 

(11) “Preferirei apenas a opinião de alguns, que julgo mais competentes na 

materia, pois que eu sempre entendi que a minha leitura, quando não é 

bem pensada e reflectida, quando não é convenientemente digerida, produz 

males incalculaveis, gera ordinariamente a meia sciencia que é o mais 

possante, o verdadeiro obstaculo contra todo e qualquer progresso real”
1
 

(p. 43). 

 

It is exactly this “opinion of some” that will materialize the relation that 

this utterance sets up with other scientific, philosophical, religious and other 

utterances. 

 

 

Final Remarks 

 

The present study allowed us to perceive the importance of taking into 

account the centers of values that permeate an enunciative and discoursive 

project. It constitutes an efficient way to achieve the sense of unity that 

constitutes the architectural interactions of any discourse. Analyzing these 

elements, we are able to understand how the man and his discourse act in the 

world, facing this event as a happening based on an responsive and responsible 

attitude, in which centers of values are complementary and dialogic in a 

confrontation in the disvourse senses’ constitution. 

When considering the happening of Conferências Populares da Glória, 

thinking on the project as a whole, we are faced to a fact that has already 

constituted an act of responding to the wider discursive context. This 

responsive characteristic of the conference utterance under analysis constitutes 

a chain in the society communication web, presenting itself as a privileged 

space of dialogic relationships manifestations proper to the discourse universe. 

(Cavalcante Filho, 2015a, p. 62) 

 

 

                                                           
1
 (11) “I will prefer only the opinion of some, that I judge more competent in the subject, since 

I’ve always understood that my reading, when it is not so well thought and reflected, when it is 

not conventionally approved, produces incalculable evils, generates a half science ordinarily 

which is the strongest, the true obstacle towards any real progress” (p. 43). 
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